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by his French eUgance—\\.t is always svelte and grace-
ful and has an air of good society—in the very best sense—
as have Germain Pilon and the greater man whose name
escapes me (Jean Goujon—it comes back) whose work I
have loved so in France, and about whom Mrs. Mark
Pattison talks so much in her Renaissance in France. It is
something very delightful but narrower, less broadly
human in its beauty, than purely Italian work. They have
made a room of G. Bologna in the Bargello. Then, of
course, there is B. Cellini whose Perseus in the Loggia
seems to be incomparably his greatest work, with wonder-
ful reliefs in the base. How they did lavish work in those
days! And how till about 1550 they might do better or less
well but they simply could not fail. This place is simply
a storehouse of things that are really fine art, in every
street, or at least coming from every street. I had forgotten
how fine the palaces were here: Strozzi, Medici Riccardi,
Rucellai, Spini, and many others.  It is wonderful to sit
having one's tea at Giocosa's pasticceria—a very delicious
place—where we shall be on Sunday afternoon, and gaze
away from the crowd of English, American, and Italian
ladies across the narrow street at the frowning height of
the Strozzi palace, built for strength as well as splendour,
with small easily defended windows on the ground floor,
and the big iron rings to tie up horses with still hanging
on its walls, and the extinguishers (like ours in Berkeley
Square) for the torches, and the great windows of the
fiaho nobile and the fine ones of die second floor where
the Strozzi still live after four hundred and fifty years\
Our oldest big house in London is, I believe, Spencer
House, about two hundred years old at most.   Sarah had
tea with Contessa Rucellai in the magnificent untouched
Palazzo Rucellai, and the Cofsini still live in Palazzo
Corsini, a vast building on Lung Arno where there is a
gallery which I have never seen.
.. * Ruth and I have just been into the villa garden—a
heavenly night—to hear the nightingales, which are said
often to keep people awake. They were singing this

